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�Processing textual data to produce novel 

and actionable insights is a practical 

requirement.

� Text classification

� Text clustering, …

�An important problem: sentence 

classification

Assign a class label to each sentence in a � Assign a class label to each sentence in a 

document

�Not the usual classes: declarative, 

imperative, interrogative, exclamative, …

�More “semantic” sentence classes!



Sentence class labels are usually domain-dependent



�We consider a sentence classification 

which is domain-independent (generic).

� SPECIFIC vs GENERAL sentences

�A SPECIFIC sentence is more ”on the 

ground”

�A GENERAL sentence is more ”in the air”

�Example:�Example:
� My table is cramped and hurts my knees. 

� The work environment needs improvement.

� Travel vouchers should be cleared within 2 

working days. 

� Accounts department is very inefficient.



�SPECIFIC sentences are useful in 

practice: more concrete, actionable, novel

�Employee surveys: SPECIFIC sentences ≡

� concrete issues

� grievances

� actionable suggestions for improvements

�Customer surveys: SPECIFIC sentences ≡�Customer surveys: SPECIFIC sentences ≡

� problems faced in using the product

� different use case scenarios for the product, 

product limitations 

� desired features

� comparison with other products



�Limitations of supervised 

classification: 

� large amounts of time and efforts 

needed by experts in creating a labeled 

corpus;

� need for specialized domain knowledge; 

� noise in the corpus; � noise in the corpus; 

� possibilities of class imbalance; 

� disagreements among experts on 

assigned labels



� Compute a specificity score for each 
sentence:

� Unsupervised (knowledge-based), without 
the need for any labeled training examples. 

� Define a set of features and compute their 
values for each sentence. 

� The features are lexical / semantic. 

� The features are context-free: their values 
are computed exclusively using the words 
in the sentence and do not depend on any 
are computed exclusively using the words 
in the sentence and do not depend on any 
other (e.g., previous) sentences. 

� Then combine the feature values for a 
particular sentence into its specificity 
score.

� Rank the sentences in terms of their 
specificity score.



�Sentence features

� Average semantic depth (ASD)

� Average semantic height (ASH)

� Total occurrence count (TOC)

� Count of Named Entities (CNE)

� Count of Proper Nouns (CPN)� Count of Proper Nouns (CPN)

� Sentence Length (LEN)



�Semantic depth (SD) SDT(w) of a word 

w is the distance (number of edges) from 

the root of ontology T to word w in T

� We use T = WordNet ISA ontology

� More semantic depth ⇒ more specific word

SD(apple) = 7



�Semantic depth of a word changes with its 

POS tag and with its sense; 

� SD(bank) = 7 for financial institution

� SD(bank) = 10 for flight maneuver sense. 

�Solution:

� Apply word sense disambiguation (WSD) 

during pre-processing; orduring pre-processing; or

� Take average of the semantic depths of 

the word for top k of its senses



�Average semantic depth S.ASD for a 

sentence S = <w1 w2 . . . wn> containing n

content-carrying words (non stop-words) = 

the average of the semantic depths of the 

individual words

� My table hurts the knees.

� (8 + 2 + 6)/3 = 5.3

� The work environment needs improvement.

� (6 + 6 + 1 + 7)/4 = 5.



�Semantic height (SH) SHT(w) of a word 

w is the length of the longest path in T

from word w to a leaf node

� We use T = WordNet hyponym ontology

� Lower semantic height ⇒ more specific word

SH(apple) = 3



�Average semantic height S.ASH for a 

sentence S = <w1 w2 . . . wn> containing n

content-carrying words (non stop-words) = 

the average of the semantic heights of the 

individual words

�Semantic height of a word changes with its 

POS tag and with its sense; 

�Solution: use WSD or take average of the 

semantic heights of the word for top k of its 

senses



� Intuition: more specific sentences tend to 
include words which occur rarely in some 
reference corpus
� apple (2), fruit (14), food (34)

�More the number of rare words in a 
sentence, more specific it is likely to be.

�OC(w) = occurrence count of word w in 
WordNet; WordNet; 
� if w has multiple senses, then OC(w) = average 

of the occurrence counts for top k senses of w

�Total occurrence count S.TOC for a 
sentence S = <w1 w2 ... wn> containing n
content words is the sum of the lowest m
occurrence counts of the individual words, 
where m is a fixed value (e.g., m = 3).



�OC of a word changes with its POS tag 

and with its sense; 

�Solution: use WSD or take average of the 

OC of the word for top k of its senses



�Named entities (NE) are commonly 

occurring groups of words which indicate 

specific semantic content 

� Person name (e.g., Bill Gates) 

� Organization name (e.g., Microsoft Inc.), 

� location (e.g., New York), 

� date, time, amount, email addresses etc. 

Since each NE refers to a particular �Since each NE refers to a particular 

object, an NE is a good indicator that the 

sentence contains specific information. 

�Another feature S.CNE for a sentence S is 

the count of NE occurring in S



�Proper Nouns (PN) are commonly 

occurring groups of words which indicate 

specific semantic content 

� Abbreviation (IBM or kg), domain terms 

(oxidoreductases), words like (Apple 

iPhone), numbers etc.

�Since each PN may refer to a particular 

object, an PN is a good indicator that the object, an PN is a good indicator that the 

sentence contains specific information. 

�Another feature S.CPN for a sentence S is 

the count of PN occurring in S



�Sentence length, denoted S.Len, is 

a weak indicator of its specificity in 

the sense that more specific 

sentences tend to be somewhat 

longer than more general sentences. 

Length refers to the number of �Length refers to the number of 

content carrying words (not 

stopwords) in the sentence, including 

numbers, proper nouns, adjectives 

and adverbs



�Features have contradictory polarity. 

� We want higher values ⇒ more specificity.

� Not true for features ASH and TOC

� Lower values ⇒ higher specificity for these

�Scales of values for various features are 

not the same, because of which some 

features may unduly influence the overall 

combined score. combined score. 

� E.g., ASD is usually ≤ 10, whereas TOC is 

a larger integer.

�Uniform scaling: map x∈[a, b] to y ∈ [c, d] 

Scaling + reversal of polarity







Sentences 6, 7, 9 as top 3 in terms of specificity score



Some specific sentences identified by our 

algorithm from 110,000 responses in 

an employee satisfaction survey



Some specific sentences identified by our 

algorithm from 220 sentences from 32 reviews of a 

hiking backpack product by Kelty. 



CONCLUSIONS

� Algorithm works well to identify SPECIFIC 

sentences in a given document

� no need for labeled training dataset, 

� no need for domain knowledge, 

� uses some semantic knowledge� uses some semantic knowledge

� Empirically, we showed that the algorithm is 

sense-robust (works well assuming top 3 senses 

for each word, rather than the correct sense)

� We also developed a speech-act based linguistic 

rule-set for further classifying SPECIFIC 

sentences into SUGGESTION and COMPLAINT. 



FURTHER WORK

�Work on improving the accuracy

�More and better features

�Use more ontologies (other than WordNet)

�Cover more sentence classes�Cover more sentence classes

�Consider more application domains

�Develop the speech act based rule-set


